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During 2018 we published four editions of the Wilbrahams’ Warbler of about 68 pages each, 

with a total of 2190 copies printed.   Articles ranged from the many activities of our very active 

villages to features on the 100th anniversary of the end of WW I.   Special village events held in 

the new Wilbrahams’ Memorial Hall  such as the Village choir concert, Barn Dance, Autumn 

food and craft fair  and Pie and Ale night were featured.   Regular items continued including the 

farming news, common rights holders’ reports, Untold Stories, the popular crossword, Medical 

Practice items, contact details, church and school events and the Parish Councils’ reports.  

Letters and poetry were also included.   We continue to have coloured covers with some unusual 

pictures along with photographic links to articles.   We continue to have very positive feedback 

from readers and are always open to suggestions for improvement. 

For articles which the editors consider controversial they operate a right of reply policy for those 

who are mentioned or effected. However, we feel that the Warbler is not a publication to become 

embroiled in local or national politics.   The number of items received for publication and the 

pressure on space in the magazine have meant that we have agreed that in making decisions 

about what to include as a general rule there are four levels, from high to low priority: 

a. Articles about events and people in the Wilbrahams and SMB 
b. Articles about information and locations outside Wilbrahams and SMB in which 

people in the Wilbrahams and SMB have some connection or participation. 
c. Articles about nearby villages e.g. Bottisham and Fulbourn 
d. Other information of general interest 

 
A financial summary for the year shows a cost of £2,275.88 and income of £2,115 from 

advertising leaving an annual net cost of £160.88 to the two Parish Councils which results in the 

net cost of  7.0p per copy.    This year the percentage of space used for advertising was 16.12%.   

This is slightly higher than our aim of 15% and we will continue to monitor this level. 

After more than 5 years, our printing costs have risen, and our charges for advertising had 

remained unchanged.    We have now made a small increase to the advertising charges; £1, £2 

and £3 respectively for different sizes of ads, making the charges as £16 for ¼ page, £27 for ½ 



page and £43 for a full page.   We have had no adverse reaction from advertisers and indeed half 

of our regular advertisers have already paid in advance for this year.   We continue with our 

policy to include ads only in the inside pages, reserving the colour cover pages for attractive 

photographs and colour illustrations of local events. 

WILBRAHAMS' WARBLER 2018     

 SPRING SUMMER AUTUMN WINTER  TOTALS 

INCOME 575.00 500.00 515.00 525.00  2,115.00 

       

Costs : GW 383.80 399.78 355.50 378.17  1,517.25 

       

Costs : LW 191.90 199.89 177.75 189.09  758.63 

       

Total Costs 575.70 599.67 533.25 567.26  2,275.88 

       

Net cost 0.70 99.67 18.25 42.26  160.88 

       

Copies printed 570.00 555.00 540.00 525.00  2,190.00 

       

Net cost per copy 0.00 0.18 0.03 0.08  0.07 

       
 

Thanks go to the many contributors, advertisers and our eight deliverers.    The joint editors are 

John Bramwell, Martin Gienke and John Torode.   We hope you’ve enjoyed reading the Warbler. 

Martin Gienke 15th April 2019 

 


